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Shabbaton with Camp Kesher

Shabbaton with Cape Town Torah
High boys

Shabbaton with Cape Town Torah 
 High Girls

Daniel Williams barmitzvah. Mazeltov
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The  weather is changing and we are going from summer to winter. From hot to
cold. The solstice falls on the 20 of March when the day and the night are of
equal length and light and dark are equally balanced. But at the moment the

world feels precariously unbalanced.  
 

Sitting on the beach in Muizenberg enjoying a cup of coffee, it is impossible not
to talk about the war in Ukraine. It is on all our minds, even though we are

thousands of miles away right at the very tip of Africa. 
Many of our parents, grandparents or great grand parents came from Eastern
Europe fleeing the pogroms and later the Nazis. The politics of Eastern Europe

are complicated. Ukraine has a long history of anti-Semitism although today
Ukraine has a Jewish president, Zelensky. He is in an unenviable position. 

To his credit Israeli Prime Minister, Bennett, flew to Moscow to try and broker a
peaceful solution between Russia and Ukraine. He spoke with both Zelensky

and Putin. Afterwards he said “The moment there is even a small opening, and
we have the access to all sides, and the capability, I see it as a moral duty to

make every attempt.”
There needs to be a cease fire in Ukraine now. There needs to be negotiations.

World leaders need to be committed to peaceful solutions instead of power
games. The alternative is too grim to contemplate. 

 
It is easy to imagine the devastation of war and the destruction of peoples lives

in Ukraine as Russian bombs rain down on peoples homes. The plight of the
people of Ukraine has caught our attention and our hearts as we see long lines

of people fleeing for safety. 
I listened to a Ukrainian woman on the radio talking about the different political
factions in Ukraine and the internal conflicts that exist but she said at the end of
the day it is irrelevant what your politics are because bombs and bullets do not

discriminate.
But if we care about one war should we not be equally concerned about other

wars that are happening in the world today? The UNHCR estimate that there are
currently over twenty six million refugees in the world today fleeing from

conflicts. That is a lot of people.
 

Unfortunately war is big business and huge profits are generated by the
manufacture of armaments.

Politics are a dirty business and power games are played out at a huge cost to
ordinary people caught up in wars not of their making. I do believe that most

people in the world want peace so how do we attain this elusive peace?
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SEICHELReflections with Rabbi Ryan

           

Freedom. Some thinkers like Ayn Rand assume freedom refers to “ask nothing, expect nothing and
depend on nothing”. Others like Nelson Mandela thought it means to liberate other people to be free, as

“it’s not just casting off one’s own chains, but also empowering others to do the same”. It is difficult to
know exactly what being free really achieves, or what is the feeling we are meant to feel?

Some of us have felt like slaves for so long that we have forgotten what it feels like to be free. We find it
difficult to escape the stress and pressure of work, family life and the frenetic pace of life. We hear people

talking about freedom, especially from the younger generation, but cant quite understand to what they
are referring?

 
Here is a thought to help us refocus on what the upcoming festival of Passover is all about. 

 
Pesach reminds us that we should strive to feel free, even for moments that are fleeting. At the Seder

meal, we lean to the left while we drink our 4 glasses of wine and we are meant to feel as if we ourselves
have had our chains cast aside and we have been delivered to a place of feeling content. The intoxication
is only an added bonus to the feeling of freedom. We try imagine what it was like to be a slave and what

the feeling must have been like to be let out of captivity after many generations of slavery. But the feeling
of freedom on Pesach is only transitory. Those moments of elation can only transpire for so long. We are

told to leave Egypt in order to serve G-d and become pure individuals and a holy nation. We do not merely
try to be in a state of freedom for a short moment in time. We try to direct our freedom to accomplish a

longer lasting goal. 
 

This gets to the heart of the matter of how we live our lives. Is the goal to be free, or to use freedom to
serve? 

 
In Judaism, we do not strive only to be free and depend on nothing. Dependence is not bad but it

depends who we depend on? We ask to be free from depending on other people, but we do want to
depend on our Creator, and to serve G-d with a willing heart. There is nothing wrong in being a servant.

Actually, there is an amazing feeling to give of our time and energy to something that we believe in. 
 

Freedom is not just a state of being, but it is choosing what we want to do with our lives and seeking to
fulfill that life. We do need those moments of feeling free, but what is more important is how we use the
freedom that we intrinsically deserve and direct it towards things that make our lives more meaningful. 

 
We strive to be free from depending on others, so that we can become servants to Hashem and to things

bigger than ourselves that we believe in. The Rabbis of the Talmud said something similar: “we can be
slaves to God, but not slaves to slaves (like other humans). B. Metzia 10a”

 
Hopefully we can use this Passover as a catalyst for feeling free for those few moments, but let those

moments be catalysts for a beneficial and responsible decision how to use our freedom and achieve the
goals that we have been put to task. 

 
Eat your matzah in style. Chag Sameach. 
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G U E S T  C O L U M N  B Y  M I C H E L L E  S A F F E R               
 

The girl in her boots in the snow
My family were split down the middle: the one side which holidayed in Muizenberg; the other which holidayed in

Margate. This is a small story about the Margate side of the family and how stories reveal themselves, full of vibrant
life, from old photos and artefacts.

Like so many others, I only realised when it was too late that I had loads of questions that needed answering. What
was it with the great-grandmother who always wore black and only spoke Yiddish? Why did my great-grandfather

have a cow in Johannesburg? How did my grandmother get “stuck in Russia”?
I’ve only just mustered enough energy to go through the photos and papers I flung into boxes when clearing out my

late father’s house and am very slowly finding some answers, making up others, and musing about the centuries-
long pattern of people fleeing as Ukraine turns into a nation of refugees and freedom fighters.

The Margate side of the family came from Ukraine and Lithuania, as the borders of the Russian empire ebbed and
flowed.

As for my previously unconsidered Ukranian great-grandfather, there have been several “whaaaaaat?” moments,
having just discovered he first left Ukraine in the late 1800s, emigrated to the USA, got married, had a bunch of

children, got divorced, returned to Ukraine for a few years, emigrating with a new wife and a small clutch of children
(the start of a family of eight) in the early 1900s, changing his name by mistake on the way.

But that is by the by.
It is a Lithuanian photo of two solemn girls, pictured here, who are exercising my imagination: the girl who got

“stuck in Russia”.
My grandmother, who is the girl on the left, had often told me about this but I never thought of asking specifics,
such as who did you go with? When was it? Why were you stuck? All I asked was, “What was Russia like?” and she

said all she could remember was walking around in the snow wearing boots.
I knew that her mother had wanted to show her child to her family “back home” and I fondly imagined a baby

wearing boots being taken around in the snow, for years, in Vilkimir. But this photo upended that idea. Pencilled on
the back is 1919, which means my grandmother was already about 11. Whether she got “stuck” years earlier on

during the swirl of World War I (which might explain her strong accent despite being born in South Africa) or after
the war, getting stuck around the time the photo was taken, just as Lithuania was fighting the Russian Bolsheviks for

independence, I still don’t know.
The photographer has arranged the girls, both wearing frocks with sailor collars, leaning into each other as mirror

images, with partings and soft bows on opposite sides of their heads.
On the back of the card is the stamp of the photographer: “Fotografija Baer et Levi. Ukmergė”. Ukmergė was the

new name of Vilkimir post-independence.
An internet search shows several Lithuanian websites about the photography studio.

The Ukmergė Regional Museum has had an exhibition of their photographs (if my translation app is accurate). They
were known for their photographs of “moments of life in independent Lithuania”, taking photos of everyone from

soldiers to clergy, students to writers and artists, and of buildings.
When the two girls had their photo taken, Šimonas Bajeris, who opened the first photographic studio in Kaunas,
Lithuania, and Mauša Levi, who had been working as a photographer in New York, had had their new studio in

Ukmergė for about a year and, according to Ukmergė Regional Museum, were famous for their family portraits. It’s
no wonder that a girl stuck in Ukmergė would be recorded in print.

The photographer Mauša Levi became the sole owner of this thriving business in 1923.
The story of course does not have a happy ending and Mauša Levi was one of the 7000 Jews murdered in Pivonia

forest in 1941.
The grandparents that the girl with the sailor collar and smooth hair came to visit had already died in around 1926,
but her uncle Nochum Taitz, like the photographer, was also murdered in 1941. Something else I didn’t know about

and I might not even have thought of asking my grandmother about her Lithuanian family who were killed.
But at least there’s a memorial plaque for Mauša Levi, where his studio used to be and, using the little yellow man

on Google maps, you can see exactly the streets where that little girl walked in her boots in the snow.
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Tikvah Food  bank charity drive
from our shul below:

       

 Condolences - wishing David, Roy, Steven and Gary
a good and long life for their fathers loss. Alan

Faigenbaum will be remembered for blessing and
may he Rest In Peace. Our condolences to the whole

family.    
 

Welcome back - Jean Tockar hope to see you back in
good health in Muizenberg after your stay in Israel.   

 
Mazeltov - Chana Bruk on your Batmitzvah this last

month and mazeltov to the whole family.  
 

Get Well - Monica Jacobson and hopefully see you
soon in 

good health.  
 

Get Well - Ros Rubinstein. Hopefully see you soon in
good health.

 
Get Well- Neil Salipsky. Refuah Shelema. 

 
Get Well - Sharon Seftel. From Moonboot to no boot

and beyond. A full recovery to you. 
 

Get well and welcome back - Adam Shapiro.
 

Mazeltov - Daniel Williams and the whole Williams
and Moskovitch families for Daniels barmitzvah this
month.  

 
Welcome to new member - Brian Shirk. Great to

have you join. Mazeltov . 
 

Welcome to new member - Carol Cassuto. Great to
have you join. Mazeltov. 

 

 Call Neil to get food  picked
up and Delivered to Food

Bank: 0832651252

Looking for care for
frail or old people?

Contact Edmore and Charity on
WhatsApp 0729839441.

Exceptional care and trusted.
References from Rabbi and

others. 
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Rebbitzin 
     Andrea Rivkah Newfield: 

Rebbitzin Andrea is a warm, aristocratic presence among us. I interviewed her for the Megillah.
 

Tell me about Colombia your native country. How does it differ from other South American countries?
It has many very specific characteristics. The geographical features are of great beauty. It has some unique ecosystems.
There is the characteristic mountain landscape which we owe to the presence of the Andes. The cuisine is diverse; we
find the influence of the cooking of many different countries. The people are among the friendliest on the continent. 

 
What about the politics?

I lost my interest in politics. There is so much corruption. There is the connection with drug dealing and guerrillas. I
know the youth in my country are drawn towards the Left. This is a common occurrence in Latin America. They feel the

Right is power-hungry and they want change. 
 

You are from Bogotá. It’s an important capital.
It’s situated between two mountains. Its history goes back centuries. It has many monuments and is a large city with

close to 10 million people, including many refugees from Venezuela. 
 

Your family history is fascinating. 
My paternal grandparents were from Spain. In Colombia my grandfather pioneered screen printing on glass and

ceramics. The business grew until it became extremely successful. Among their clients was Coca Cola. My father, their
son, was a genius. He went off to New York when was very young and managed to obtain a scholarship to the University
of Chicago. When he returned to Bogotá as an engineer, he met my mother. They inherited the business – my mother

worked on the business side and my father on the creative side, always on the look-out for new merchandise. My father
invented some adhesives that are still in use in large companies like 3M. 

 
And on your maternal grandmother’s side.

They had a sugar-cane business in the countryside.
 

You grew up in Bogotá. Siblings?
I have one younger sister. We are only 15 months apart and best friends for life. We both attended university. I qualified

as a biologist and Natalya went into corporate communications.
 

How are the Jews in Colombia? Judaism?
I grew up among Jewish people. My grandfather started his screen printing business with Jewish partners. At a peak

there were over 12k Jews in Colombia but it has since reduced due to immigration to USA. There is a Jewish school in
Bogotá. 3 synagogues too and we went to the largest Ashkenazi one which is in the best real estate in the city, but on

high holidays expect to see guards with big guns outside as there quite a few high powered individuals that come.
There is a kosher restaurant and bakery that delivers to your home. There is also a big movement to Judaism by various
convert synagogues and Rabbi Ryan went to some of them in Medellin and Cali to help out and teach. There also used
to be Marranos and Jews in hiding as the inquisition reached Colombia, and you can learn some of that history on the

free walks in Cartagena. 
 

And then you met our rabbi, Ryan Newfield.
When I met Ryan, I knew right away that he was my other half. From there it was easy to move on to Israel and later

Cape Town. I would have never expected to live in beautiful Africa but here I am! 
 

INTERVIEWS WITH ABE CASPERINTERVIEWS WITH ABE CASPERINTERVIEWS WITH ABE CASPER
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PURIM 2022 AT MHC. SUCH FUN BAKING WACKY HAMANTASHEN AND PRIZES
AND BUBBLE BLOWING. THANKS TO ALL WHO HELPED AND ATTENDED. 

 

Contact Shul 


